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Abstract: Different methods and sources of information have been proposed in the literature to study
the processing of language and, in particular, instances of formulaic language such as multiword units.
This article explores the possibility of using pause placement in writing process data to determine the
likelihood that a multiword unit is processed as a whole in the mind. The data are texts produced by
learners of English and corresponding keylog files from the Process Corpus of English in Education
(PROCEED). N-grams are selected on the basis of the finished texts and retrieved from the keylogging
data. The pause placement patterns of these n-grams are coded and serve as a basis to compute the
Pause Placement and Processing (PPP) score. This score relies on the assumption that n-grams which
are delineated but not interrupted by pauses (hence taking the form of ‘bursts of writing’) are more
likely to be processed holistically. The PPP score points to structurally complete n-grams such as
in fact and first of all as being more likely to be processed holistically than structurally incomplete
n-grams such as that we and to the. While the results are plausible and can be further substantiated by
characteristics of specific n-grams, it is acknowledged that additional effects might also be at work to
explain the results obtained.

Keywords: multiword units; n-grams; holistic processing; writing processes; keylogging; fluency;
pauses; bursts of writing; learner language; learner corpus

1. Introduction

The issue of language processing is one that has attracted a great deal of attention
among specialists in several disciplines. While experts in neuroimaging, for example, have
greatly improved our understanding of this cognitive phenomenon by directly observing
brain processes (see, e.g., Sabourin 2009), linguists also have an important contribution
to make, using their own tools and techniques. In this article, language processing is
approached on the basis of keylogging data representing writing processes, by considering
how pauses in the writing process could help identify chunks of language that are processed
holistically.

The object of study is formulaic language, and more precisely multiword units in
English. Although the term ‘multiword unit’ can cover different phenomena, here the focus
is on n-grams, that is, recurrent sequences of words. These n-grams are extracted from
a corpus of texts written by French-speaking learners of English, the Process Corpus of
English in Education (PROCEED; Gilquin 2022), as well as from the corresponding keylog
files, thus revealing the processes through which these n-grams are produced.

Following a similar claim made for speech (Dahlmann and Adolphs 2007, 2009), the
article explores the plausibility of using pauses in writing process data as indicators of
holistic processing. The assumption is that multiword units that are produced in the form
of bursts of writing, that is, with delineating pauses and no interrupting pauses, are more
likely to be processed and stored as wholes in the mind. The so-called Pause Placement
and Processing (PPP) score is developed to assess this likelihood.

The article starts with an overview of the literature on the processing of multiword
units, including the use of pauses in speech as potential indicators of holistic storage
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(Section 2). Then, Section 3 deals with research on writing processes and shows how
the concept of a burst of writing could be relevant to the investigation of multiword unit
processing. Such an approach is adopted in the empirical study reported on in the following
sections. Section 4 introduces the data, taken from PROCEED, as well as the methods,
which involve extracting n-grams from the product and process data and coding them for
pause placement patterns. Section 5 presents the main results of the study, first focusing on
the overall distribution of pause placement patterns, then considering individual n-grams
and finally proposing the PPP score as a way of assessing the likelihood with which an
n-gram could be processed holistically. Section 6 offers a discussion of the results and
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Multiword Units and Their Processing
2.1. Approaches to Multiword Units

Durrant and Mathews-Aydınlı (2011) distinguish between three types of approaches
to formulaic language: phraseological approaches, frequency-based approaches and psy-
chological approaches. While phraseological and frequency-based approaches use non-
compositionality and statistical co-occurrence, respectively, as defining criteria for formulaic
language, psychological approaches define formulas as “strings of linguistic items which
speakers remember and process as wholes, rather than constructing them ‘online’ with
each use” (Durrant and Mathews-Aydınlı 2011, p. 59).

Durrant and Mathews-Aydınlı (2011) recognize that there is some overlap between
these three orientations. In particular, they underline the common idea that formulas,
despite being analyzable into several components, are “better left unanalysed” (Durrant
and Mathews-Aydınlı 2011, p. 59)—an idea that is clearly reflected by the term ‘multiword
unit’. Siyanova-Chanturia and Martinez (2015) make a similar point when they compare
Sinclair’s (1991) idiom principle and Wray’s (2002) definition of formulaic sequence:

The principle of idiom is that a language user has available to him or her a
large number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single choices, even
though they might appear to be analysable into segments. (Sinclair 1991, p. 110)

[A formulaic sequence is] a sequence, continuous or discontinuous, of words or
other elements, which is, or appears to be, prefabricated: that is, stored, retrieved
whole from memory at the time of use, rather than being subject to generation or
analysis by the language grammar. (Wray 2002, p. 9)

While Sinclair’s (1991) idiom principle can originally be related to the frequency-
based approach and Wray (2002) adopts the psychological approach, both suggest that
multiword units are processed holistically, as noted by Siyanova-Chanturia and Martinez
(2015, p. 551): they are “semi-preconstructed” (Sinclair 1991, p. 110)/“prefabricated” (Wray
2002, p. 9) and “constitute single choices” (Sinclair 1991, p. 110)/are “stored, retrieved
whole from memory at the time of use” (Wray 2002, p. 9). Many other scholars, working
within different frameworks, have made similar claims about multiword units. As early as
1933, Palmer defined collocation as a succession of words that “must or should be learnt,
or is best or most conveniently learnt as an integral whole or independent entity, rather
than by the process of piecing together their component parts” (Palmer 1933, p. 4). Pawley
and Syder (1983), in their seminal paper on the formulaic nature of language, argued for
the existence of what they called “lexicalized sentence stems”, which “the speaker is able
to retrieve [. . .] as wholes or as automatic chains from the long-term memory” (Pawley
and Syder 1983, p. 192). The idea that certain word sequences are processed as wholes
is also evoked in current usage-based theories. In Cognitive Grammar, for example, it is
said that “speakers learn as fixed units a large number of conventional expressions that
are nevertheless fully analyzable and regular in formation” (Langacker 1987, p. 42). In
Construction Grammar, language is said to be entirely made up of constructions, which are
defined as “stored pairings of form and function” (Goldberg 2003, p. 219; emphasis added).
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2.2. Empirical Studies of the Mental Processing of Multiword Units

Scholars who believe in the existence of multiword units do not all explicitly argue
for their psychological reality and their holistic storage in the mental lexicon. Among
scholars who make such a claim, not all provide evidence for this. Siyanova-Chanturia
and Martinez (2015) point out that both Sinclair’s (1991) idiom principle and Wray’s (2002)
definition of formulaic sequence lack “clear and strong empirical evidence to back them”
(Siyanova-Chanturia and Martinez 2015, p. 551).

Yet, there have been attempts to investigate the mental processing of multiword units
empirically, both in native language (L1) and in second/foreign language (L2) (see Conklin
and Schmitt 2012; Siyanova-Chanturia 2013; Siyanova-Chanturia and Martinez 2015 for
reviews). Empirical evidence has come from corpora, mainly in the form of frequency of
occurrence. It is often assumed that highly recurrent sequences of words like n-grams are
stored as wholes in the mental lexicon. This can be illustrated by the following quote, taken
from Biber et al. (2004):

Frequency data [. . .] are one reflection of the extent to which a sequence of words
is stored and used as a prefabricated chunk, with higher frequency sequences
more likely to be stored as unanalysed chunks than lower frequency sequences.
(Biber et al. 2004, p. 376)

Importantly, Biber et al. (2004) emphasize that frequency is not the only criterion
for holistic storage, giving the example of idioms, which are “usually rare but clearly
prefabricated” (Biber et al. 2004, p. 376). Sometimes, simple measures of frequency are
replaced or complemented by association measures such as mutual information, which can
also be extracted from corpora. Wahl’s (2015) study of bigrams, for example, starts from the
assumption that strength of association is an “index of mental storage” (Wahl 2015, p. 191).
Corpus-derived quantitative measures, however, should be interpreted with caution when
it comes to psychological matters like holistic storage. Schmitt et al. (2004, p. 147) stress
that “it is unwise to take recurrence of clusters in a corpus as evidence that those clusters
are also stored as formulaic sequences in the mind”.

Experimentation has been proposed as another empirical method for investigating the
holistic nature of multiword units, viewed by some as more compatible with the study of
mental phenomena than corpus data. Sometimes, experimentation takes as a starting point
a set of expressions shown to be frequent in corpora, with the aim of testing the relevance of
frequency as a criterion for holistic storage. Experimental methods used in the analysis of
multiword units include auditory word-monitoring tasks (e.g., Sosa and MacFarlane 2002),
oral dictation tasks (e.g., Schmitt et al. 2004), lexical decision tasks (e.g., Cieślicka 2006),
self-paced reading (e.g., Kim and Kim 2012), eye tracking (e.g., Siyanova-Chanturia et al.
2011b) and electrophysiological measures (e.g., Tremblay and Baayen 2010). Relying on one
or several experimental methods, studies have brought to light processing advantages for
(frequent) multiword units, in the sense that they tend to be processed more quickly than
novel strings of language, are easier to recall and reproduce, are read faster (with fewer and
shorter eye fixations), etc. Such evidence has led many scholars to argue that multiword
units are stored as wholes in the mental lexicon. In some cases, the results are less clear or
indicate both holistic storage of the multiword units and storage of the individual words
making them up (cf. Tremblay and Baayen 2010).

As regards the comparison between L1 and L2, some studies find the same processing
advantages for multiword units among L1 and L2 speakers (e.g., Jiang and Nekrasova
2007; Conklin and Schmitt 2008), thus pointing to holistic storage of multiword units
among L2 speakers too. Other studies highlight differences between L1 and L2 speakers.
Ellis et al. (2008), for example, show that L1 speakers’ processing of multiword units is
mainly determined by the strength of association (mutual information), whereas for L2
speakers it is mainly the frequency of occurrence that determines processing. The results
of Siyanova-Chanturia et al. (2011a) suggest that, unlike L1 speakers, L2 speakers do not
process idiomatic expressions more quickly than novel phrases.
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Despite some mixed results, the literature predominantly brings out the processing
advantages of multiword units, especially among L1 speakers, but possibly among L2
speakers too. Such advantages are often taken as evidence for the psychological reality of
multiword units. Conklin and Schmitt (2012, p. 54) state that “given all the evidence for the
processing advantages of formulaic language [. . .], it is difficult to believe that it does not
somehow exist in the mind”. However, scholars such as Siyanova-Chanturia and Martinez
(2015) insist that the higher speed of processing of multiword units does not necessarily
imply that they are stored holistically in the mind. Findings based on experimentation,
like those based on corpus studies, should therefore be interpreted cautiously, and if
possible, converging evidence based on various types of data should be sought (cf. Ellis
and Simpson-Vlach 2009).

2.3. Pauses as Potential Indicators of Holitistic Storage

While much of the literature on the processing of multiword units has focused on
how frequent they are and/or how quickly they can be comprehended, some studies with
speech as their object of investigation have explored their phonological features. It has
been claimed that multiword units should display “phonological coherence” (Peters 1983,
p. 10), which involves having a single intonation contour and being produced with no
hesitations. The focus here will be on the potential role of hesitations within multiword
units which, as will be suggested in Section 3.2, could be relevant to the investigation of
writing too, through the notion of writing fluency.

Pawley (1986, p. 107) notes that “pauses within lexicalized phrases are less acceptable
than pauses within free expressions”. This feature has been taken as possible evidence for
the holistic storage of multiword units. Thus, Wray (2002) notes the following:

It certainly seems a reasonable hypothesis that, if formulaic sequences are re-
trieved whole from memory (or at least with less recourse to on-line rule applica-
tion and lexical retrieval than novel utterances), they should be produced more
fluently than novel ones. (Wray 2002, pp. 35–36)

A few studies have tested—and confirmed—this hypothesis by examining whether
multiword units are likely to be interrupted by pauses in speech. Van Lancker et al. (1981)
examine the features of identical phrases with a literal and idiomatic meaning (e.g., skating
on thin ice) produced orally by speakers asked to convey their contrasting meanings. They
find that pauses are five times as frequent in the literal utterance as in the idiomatic one.
Erman (2007) looks at (filled and silent) pauses in a corpus of spoken English and, for
each of them, determines whether they are related to an open slot (non-prefabricated
language) or a restricted one (prefabricated language). She shows that pauses are more
frequent in connection with open slots (88.7%) than restricted slots (11.3%). Flinn (2023)
investigates four-grams in a corpus of spoken English and discovers that silent pauses
within four-grams occur with a frequency of 12.73 per 100,000 words, to be compared
with 2205.85 pauses per 100,000 words in the whole corpus. In Schneider (2014), it is
demonstrated that sequences of words that are likely to co-occur in a corpus of English
telephone conversations (as determined by frequency or association measures) tend to
be produced fluently, i.e., without being interrupted by filled pauses, silent pauses or
discourse markers.

In their comparison of L1 and L2 speakers of English, Schmitt et al. (2004) briefly
consider disfluent features in the participants’ reproduction of multiword units in an oral
dictation task. They show that hesitations, stutters and false starts are twice as frequent in
the L2 participants’ multiword units as in those of the L1 participants. Rajtar (2016) comes
to a similar conclusion with respect to silent pauses on the basis of naturally occurring
language from corpora.

It has also been suggested that while hesitations are unlikely to be found within mul-
tiword units, they could occur at their boundaries. Boomer (1965) argues for the presence
of hesitations at the beginning of what he calls “encoding units”. His argument is that if
hesitations occur “at points where decisions and choices are being made” (Boomer 1965,
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p. 148), they should predominantly be found near the beginning of multiword encoding
units. Raupach (1984) investigates formulae, which he sees as “indicators of processing units”
(Raupach 1984, p. 116). In order to identify these formulae, he suggests looking for “utterance
sequences delimited by hesitation phenomena” (Raupach 1984, p. 128).

Schneider’s (2014, p. 248) study appears to support this view of multiword units
delimited by hesitations (including pauses), as it reveals a tendency for hesitations to “fall
at the boundaries of frequency-derived units, which often, but not always, coincide with
traditionally-assumed phrases”. The delineation of multiword units by pauses on both
sides, combined with their lack of interruption, leads to the concept of “pause-defined
unit” (Brown et al. 1980) or “fluent unit” (Pawley and Syder 1983), which often serves as a
measure of fluency (cf. mean length of runs, where ‘runs’ refer to “continuous speech with
no pauses or hesitations” (Olynyk et al. 1987, p. 124)).

Dahlmann and Adolphs (2007, 2009) rely on both the absence of interrupting pauses
and the presence of delineating pauses to study the holistic storage of multiword units.
Their assumption is that “pauses are indirect indicators of prefabricated language and
holistic storage” (Dahlmann and Adolphs 2007, p. 50). They put this assumption to the test
by examining pause placement patterns in a spoken corpus of L2 English (Dahlmann and
Adolphs 2007) and L1 English (Dahlmann and Adolphs 2009). In Dahlmann and Adolphs
(2007), the focus is on two frequent three-grams, namely I don’t know and I think I, while in
Dahlmann and Adolphs (2009), the focus is on the sequence I think.

What Dahlmann and Adolphs (2007, p. 53) call the “‘ideal’ form”, that is, the use
of the multiword unit with pauses on both sides and no pauses in between, is relatively
infrequent in their corpus data, representing 21% with I don’t know and 9% with I think I in
L2 English and 11% with I think in L1 English. However, if we consider cases where the
multiword unit is not interrupted by pauses and an immediately adjacent pause is found
on at least one of its sides, the proportions rise to 72% for I don’t know, 43% for I think I and
51% for I think. The differences in proportions could be due to the nature of the multiword
units (structurally complete or not) and the status of the speakers (L1 or L2), with higher
proportions for structurally complete multiword units than for structurally incomplete
ones (compare I don’t know and I think I) and higher proportions among L2 speakers than
among L1 speakers (compare I don’t know and I think).

Importantly, cases where the structurally complete multiword units are interrupted
by pauses are extremely rare: 1% with I think and no occurrences with I don’t know. With I
think I, they represent 18%. It should also be emphasized that, as pointed out by Dahlmann
and Adolphs (2009, p. 138), “[t]he absence of a pause [. . .] does not exclude the possibility
that there might in fact be a boundary”, since the multiword units under study could be
embedded within larger chunks of language. This could potentially explain the findings
for L1 vs. L2 speakers described above, namely that structurally complete multiword units
not interrupted by pauses and with an immediately adjacent pause on at least one side are
proportionally less frequent in L1 speech (51%) than in L2 speech (72%). It actually appears
from the results of Dahlmann and Adolphs (2007, 2009) that cases where the multiword
units are not surrounded by pauses on any side are proportionally more frequent in L1
speech (48%) than in L2 speech (28%), which could point to the processing of larger chunks
of language in L1 than in L2.

The evidence gathered by Dahlmann and Adolphs (2007, 2009) about pause placement
patterns in speech leads them to suggest that I don’t know and I think might be stored
holistically in the mind. On the other hand, they are more cautious when it comes to the
interpretation of the results for I think I.

It must be acknowledged that not everybody agrees that pause placement can serve
as evidence for the holistic storage of multiword units, at least not necessarily among all
speakers. The notion of phonological coherence, which includes the lack of interrupting
pauses, was introduced by Peters (1983) in the context of child language research. She cites
a study by Rosenberg (1977) to claim that “for adults hesitation pauses are not reliable
indicators of the size and nature of encoding units” (Peters 1983, p. 10). As for the
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delineation of multiword units by pauses, Raupach’s (1984) claim was made in the context
of L2 production, but he points out that his approach may give less reliable results for L1
speakers and highly competent learners.

Lin (2018) is skeptical about the possibility of relying on pauses to prove the psycholin-
guistic reality of multiword units among adult L1 speakers and proficient learners, although
her main argument is that the speech of these two groups will be more fluent and hence
less likely to contain enough pauses for such an analysis to be valid. Her empirical study
seems to confirm this, with only nine out of sixty-two multiword units being completely
delineated by pauses, and eleven multiword units being interrupted by pauses. However,
her study is based on the transcription of a single lecture by one person amounting to less
than 9000 words, which may not be sufficient to draw reliable generalizations. In addition,
as shown above, other studies have demonstrated the relevance of pause placement pat-
terns for the study of multiword unit processing, with corpora of either L1 or L2 speech
providing enough evidence for this type of analysis. However, it is fair to say that such
evidence should ideally be combined with additional criteria such as intonation contours.

Discussing the use of phonological coherence to identify multiword units, Wray (2002,
p. 35) states that this kind of approach “is, of course, restricted to the spoken language”—
although she admits that punctuation and layout in written texts could somehow reflect
similar characteristics. However, provided one can observe the process through which a
text is written, notions such as fluency and pauses can be applied to writing too, and the
development of technologies such as screencasting and keylogging has made it easier to
investigate such aspects, as outlined in the next section.

3. Writing Processes
3.1. Writing Process Research

While speech is necessarily approached as an ongoing process, due to the online
nature of spoken production, writing has mostly been studied as a finished product, on the
basis of texts in their final version, ready to be presented to the reader. However, as argued
by several scholars over the last few decades (e.g., Hairston 1982; Prior 2004; Révész and
Michel 2019), the investigation of writing processes, that is, the different steps involved in
the composition of a text until it reaches its final state, has a great deal to offer.

Attention to writing processes began in pedagogy, with the development of the so-
called writing-as-a-process movement in the 1960s (see Grabe and Kaplan 1996). This
movement advocated focusing on the composition process in writing instruction and
viewed planning, drafting and revision as essential parts of this process. In the 1970s, this
interest in writing processes spread to research (see, e.g., Graves 1975), and methods were
introduced to observe writing processes, such as think-aloud protocols, which involve
asking subjects to express their thoughts aloud while writing a text (e.g., Hayes and Flower
1983), and stimulated recalls (e.g., Stolarek 1994), in which some stimulus (such as a video
of the writer’s hand during the writing session) is used retrospectively to help subjects
recall their thoughts while they were writing. Recording of handwriting is another way in
which writing processes have been observed, either through videotaping of the writer at
work (e.g., Pianko 1979) or, more recently, through special software directly capturing the
handwriting movements (e.g., Ductus, described in Guinet and Kandel 2010). Technological
developments have led to more methods of observation, including screencasting (recording
of the screen activity), keylogging (recording of the keyboard activity) and eye tracking
(recording of eye movements); see, e.g., Sullivan and Lindgren (2006), Breuer (2017),
Gánem-Gutiérrez and Gilmore (2018), Takayoshi (2018) or Lindgren and Sullivan (2019).

Grabe and Kaplan (1996, p. 89) situate the origin of writing process research in the
field of cognitive psychology. Indeed, writing process research, which can now arguably
be seen as a field of its own, still has obvious links with cognitive psychology, including
in terms of methods (writing process research mainly relies on experimental methods,
some of which are used in psychology too), concepts that are of importance in both fields
(e.g., working memory) and contributors to writing process research, many of whom have
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training in psychology. Cognitive models of writing processes have been developed, most
notably by Flower and Hayes (see Flower and Hayes 1981a and further developments of
the model), and cognitive strategies have been studied on the basis of writing process data
(e.g., Bloom 2008). More generally, writing processes have been thought to give access
to various cognitive aspects, such as self-monitoring, attentional capacity or processing,
despite the difficulties involved in “aligning” writing process measures with cognitive
processes (Baaijen et al. 2012).

3.2. Writing Fluency and Bursts of Writing

While the notion of fluency is more typically associated with speech, it is also relevant
to writing. Writing is considered fluent if the composition process runs smoothly, with
few pauses and revisions (see, e.g., Abdel Latif 2013). In writing, a pause corresponds to
a period of time during which the writer is not actually writing. Fluency, including the
presence of pauses and revisions, can be observed in writing process data, for example on a
screencast video. It can also be measured—with high accuracy and taking multiple factors
into account—on the basis of keylogging data (cf. Van Waes and Leijten 2015).

Pauses have received a great deal of attention in writing process research, one reason
being that they arguably “offer observable clues to the covert cognition processes which
contribute to discourse production” (Matsuhashi 1981, p. 114). Scholars have considered the
frequency of pauses, but also their duration and location. Matsuhashi (1981), for example,
shows that writers tend to pause longer when they write for the purpose of generalizing or
persuading than for reporting. Her results also reveal that pausing time is usually longer
before T-units than within T-units and longer before T-units starting a paragraph than
before other T-units. Subsequent research has confirmed that “pause rates and durations
in written composition are not random” (Medimorec and Risko 2017, p. 1269), varying
according to genres, text boundaries and individual writing styles. Differences between
L1 and L2 pausing behaviors have also been brought to light. Spelman Miller (2000), for
instance, demonstrates that L2 writers pause longer than L1 writers, especially between
clauses and sentences.

Particularly interesting for our purposes is the concept of a burst of writing, which is a
segment of text written fluently, in one go. It can be said to correspond to pause-defined or
fluent units in speech (see Section 2.3). Bursts of writing have been identified in different
ways. The first studies of bursts relied on think-aloud protocols, and, in effect, bursts were
identified in writers’ spoken production while they were writing (cf. Kaufer et al. 1986;
Chenoweth and Hayes 2001). Later, however, bursts came to be identified on the basis of
keylogging data, showing writing processes in real time (cf. Hayes and Chenoweth 2006).
In Chenoweth and Hayes (2001), a distinction is drawn between P-bursts, which end with
a pause, and R-bursts, which end with a revision. The length of bursts is calculated by
counting the number of new words in each segment of the protocol (repeated words are
disregarded). In Breuer (2019), bursts are identified in keylog files as segments ending with
a pause, a revision or a movement of the mouse to another place in the text. In Cislaru and
Olive (2018), only pauses are taken into account to identify bursts, which are defined as
any text produced between two pauses. Different thresholds can be chosen to determine
pauses, and hence bursts: in Breuer (2019), for example, the minimum threshold is one
second, whereas in Cislaru and Olive (2018), it is two seconds. The length of bursts can be
counted in words (as in Chenoweth and Hayes 2001), in characters (as in Breuer 2019) or in
milliseconds (cf. Van Waes and Leijten 2015). In the present study, bursts will be identified
as segments of text produced between two pauses of at least two seconds.

Bursts have mainly been used to investigate writing fluency by measuring their mean
length in writing process data: the longer the bursts are, the more fluent the writing is.
It thus appears that expert writers produce longer bursts on average than novice writers
(Kaufer et al. 1986) and that L1 texts are written in longer bursts than L2 texts (Van Waes and
Leijten 2015). Occasionally, the linguistic structure of bursts has been investigated, which
has revealed that bursts have their own logic and act as linguistic units in writing processes,
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which may be different from the units traditionally recognized in grammar (Cislaru and
Olive 2018). Given that pauses are assumed to reflect cognitive processes (see above), bursts
as demarcated by pauses have also been considered for their possible contribution to the
study of language processing. Chenoweth and Hayes (2003), for example, have shown
that average burst length decreases with reduced working memory capacity. Cislaru and
Olive (2017, p. 15) suggest that “the spontaneity of burst production may, until proven
otherwise, indicate a certain degree of automatization, which would result in retrieval
from long-term memory rather than the implementation of text generation processes” (my
translation). This quote, which may remind us of Sinclair’s (1991) idiom principle or Wray’s
(2002) definition of formulaic sequences, mentioned in Section 2.1, underlines the potential
of bursts for the study of multiword units.

3.3. This Study

The objective of the present study is to build on previous research on speech and
writing fluency to explore the use of pauses in writing process data—including in the form
of bursts—as indicators of holistic processing. As is the case in the study of Dahlmann and
Adolphs (2007), who made a similar claim for speech, this study is carried out on frequent
n-grams. While such sequences may not all have psychological reality (Section 2.2), they
are arguably more likely to be processed as wholes than word sequences taken randomly
from a corpus. These n-grams are selected on the basis of finished texts and then retrieved
from the corresponding keylog files, which means that the analysis also makes it possible
to approach the process/product interface (Cislaru 2015). In doing so, it is quite similar in
spirit to the work of Olive and Cislaru (2015), who compared repeated segments in product
data and bursts of writing in process data. In Olive and Cislaru (2015), however, all bursts
were considered, not just those corresponding to repeated segments as is the case here. As
for the repeated segments from the finished texts, in Olive and Cislaru (2015), they were
only retrieved from the process data if they took the form of bursts of writing, while here,
their occurrences outside bursts are also examined in the keylog files.

As is the case in Dahlmann and Adolphs (2007), the data used in this study represent
L2 English. These are the data that constitute the core of the Process Corpus of English
in Education (Section 4.1). Using L2 data also has the advantage of avoiding one of the
main criticisms leveled against the use of pauses in speech to test the psychological reality
of multiword units among adult L1 speakers, namely the (supposedly) low frequency of
pauses. It has been estimated that between 50% (Olive and Cislaru 2015, p. 101) and 70%
(Flower and Hayes 1981b, p. 229) of composing time among adult L1 writers is actually
spent pausing. Since L2 writers have been shown to generally pause more than L1 writers
(Section 3.2), pauses in L2 writing process data are expected to be frequent enough to allow
for a pause-based analysis.

4. Data and Methods
4.1. The Process Corpus of English in Education

The data used in this study come from the Process Corpus of English in Education
(PROCEED; Gilquin 2022), which is a corpus representing argumentative essay writing by
university students who are learners of English as a foreign language (EFL). The corpus
includes L2 English data as well as data produced by the same students in their L1, but
only the former are exploited here. In addition to the finished texts, PROCEED includes, for
each text, a keylog file, produced by Inputlog (Leijten and Van Waes 2013), and a screencast
video, recorded by means of OBS Studio (Bailey and OBS Studio Contributors 2012). The
corpus also comes with metadata, which provide (socio)linguistic information about the
students and their results on some cognitive tests.

The study relies on a sample of 42 texts (14,420 words) from PROCEED, all written by
intermediate to advanced EFL learners with French as an L1. A so-called linear analysis of
the corresponding keylogging data was carried out by means of Inputlog. Linear analysis
represents all the keys struck on the keyboard as well as all the pauses. Its output is
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illustrated in (1). The figures between curly brackets, in blue, represent the duration of the
pauses in milliseconds (ms). Following the criteria for identifying bursts of writing applied
by Chenoweth and Hayes (2001) and Olive and Cislaru (2015), a minimum threshold of
2000 ms was set for pauses to appear in the linear analysis. The indications between square
brackets, in gray, show the actions carried out such as deletion ([BACK]) or capitalization
([CAPS LOCK]), while the interpuncts (·) stand for spaces. The remaining elements rep-
resent the text typed. In effect, any text occurring between two pauses corresponds to a
burst of writing. The following bursts can be observed in (1) (after implementation of the
revisions): “Furthermore”, “people are not used to”, “take action”, “when something bad
happens” and “.”.

(1) {2144}[CAPS LOCK]F[CAPS LOCK]urte[BACK]hermore,·{11144}people·are·not·use·
[BACK]d·to·{4016}take·action·{5664}when·something·bad·happens{3776}.·{5080}

4.2. Extraction and Coding of N-Grams

Two- to six-grams were automatically extracted from the finished texts (product data)
of the PROCEED sample by means of WordSmith Tools (Scott 2008) and were then searched
for in the output of the linear analysis (process data). In an attempt to focus on n-grams
that are sufficiently frequent in the (product and process) data, but also representative
and varied enough, twenty n-grams were selected for further investigation according to
the following criteria: frequency (at least five occurrences in the product data and ten
occurrences in the process data), range (the n-grams had to occur in at least five different
texts), grammar (mix of syntactic sequences such as of the and more lexical ones such as
in my opinion), semantics (no topic-dependent n-grams like change the world) and length
(n-grams of various lengths). The twenty selected n-grams are listed alphabetically in (2).

(2) a good; a lot of; able to; first of all; for example; for instance; I think; in conclusion; in
fact; in my opinion; of the; on the other hand; some people; such as; that we; the most;
the same; to sum up; to the; us to.

While the extraction of the n-grams from the product data was fully automatic, their
retrieval from the process data had to be semi-automatic. This is because the output of the
linear analysis includes all sorts of elements that may interrupt the n-grams and preclude
their automatic identification, as shown in (3) to (5). In (3), the production of I think involved
some revision. Although the typo was immediately corrected by the writer, who replaced
j with h, the trace of this revision, through the use of the delete key, prevents automatic
retrieval of the n-gram. In (4), it is the indication of the pause that stands in the way of the
n-gram in the. In (5), no element interrupts the n-gram in my opinion, but the misspelling
(opnion) makes automatic retrieval impossible too.

(3) I·tj[BACK]hink
(4) i{2350}n·the
(5) In·my·opnion

The retrieval of such forms was facilitated by the use of VariAnt (Anthony 2017), a
program that relies on the formal similarity between a target word and the other words
in the corpus to suggest variants. VariAnt was used here to detect potential variants of
the words making up the selected n-grams in the linear analysis output. For example, it
detected that hink was a potential variant of think and opnion a potential variant of opinion,
which made it possible to retrieve (3) and (5). Since not all forms proposed by VariAnt were
actual variants of the target words, it was necessary to check them manually in context and
only include those that actually corresponded to the target words. In total, 538 instances
of the n-grams were retrieved from the process data. It should be pointed out that a few
instances might have been missed in case the forms were too different from the target
words to be recognized, either by VariAnt or by the naked eye.

All instances of the n-grams retrieved from the process data were coded using a system
adapted from Dahlmann and Adolphs (2007, 2009). The different patterns are listed in
Table 1, where P stands for a pause, X for the n-gram (in bold in the examples of Table 1
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and in all further examples) and the underscore for anything else. The first pattern, _X_,
represents n-grams occurring with no immediately adjacent pauses. PX_ is when the
n-gram is immediately preceded but not followed by a pause, and _XP is the opposite. In
PXP, the n-gram is immediately preceded and followed by a pause. In effect, this means
that the n-gram corresponds to a burst of writing. All these patterns are characterized by
the absence of pauses within the n-gram. By contrast, in the last pattern, XPX, the n-gram
is interrupted by at least one pause.

Table 1. Pause placement patterns for the coding of n-grams in writing process data (P = pause; X =
n-gram; _ = anything else).

Pattern Example

_X_ {12960}go·fut[BACK]rht[BACK]er·in·the·world[RETURN]{19224}
PX_ {13616}[CAPS LOCK]F[CAPS LOCK]or·example,·presidents·use·their·power·{17584}
_XP {4912}counrty[BACK][BACK][BACK]try·such·as·{11788}
PXP {5728}[LSHIFT]First·of·all,·{3224}
XPX {2776}m[BACK]most·of·{2200}the·really-educated·characters·[Movement]{5265}

Following claims made in the literature (Sections 2 and 3), the PXP pattern, with a
pause on both sides, should characterize word sequences that are processed holistically,
whereas the XPX pattern, with a pause in the middle, should characterize word sequences
that are not processed holistically. If n-grams are processed holistically, the PXP pattern is
therefore expected to be more frequent than the XPX pattern. The PX_ and _XP patterns,
with a pause at one boundary, could provide some partial evidence for the holistic process-
ing of n-grams. As for the _X_ pattern, it “arguably offers the least reliable information
about possible MWE [multiword expression] boundaries” (Dahlmann and Adolphs 2009,
p. 137), since the lack of pauses on both sides does not necessarily indicate that the n-gram
is not processed holistically. Based on the results of Dahlmann and Adolphs (2007, 2009),
however, _X_ might turn out to be a common pattern in the data.

5. Results
5.1. Overall Results

Table 2 shows the distribution of pause placement patterns for all twenty n-grams
taken together. It appears that the most common pattern, with 58.74%, is _X_, that is, the n-
gram without any immediately adjacent pauses, as illustrated by (6) and (7). The absence of
pauses at the boundaries of the n-gram could indicate a lack of holistic processing. However,
as noted above, it could be that the n-gram is still processed as a whole but embedded
within a larger chunk of language and that it is this larger chunk that is demarcated by
pauses. In (7), for example, kind of could be processed as a whole, but be uttered as part of
a larger chunk made up of the relative clause which is a kind of basis, which is preceded and
followed by a pause.

Table 2. Distribution of pause placement patterns for all selected n-grams: raw frequencies (n) and
percentages (%).

_X_ PX_ _XP PXP XPX Total

n 316 80 58 48 36 538
% 58.74% 14.87% 10.78% 8.92% 6.69% 100%

(6) {3848}is·th·emost·powerful·{2504}wep[BACK]apon
(7) all·rev[BACK]ceived·an·education·{4832}which·is·a·kind·of·basis{4607}·and

·which·is·part·of·us

The proportions of the other pause placement patterns range between 6% and 15%.
The category with the lowest percentage is XPX (n-gram interrupted by a pause), which
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represents 6.69%. This is to be expected if n-grams are processed as wholes, since their
interruption by pauses should then be quite exceptional. It should be noted that, occasion-
ally, the effect of the interruption is mitigated by the presence of pauses on both sides of
the n-gram, as exemplified by (8). Although first of all is interrupted by a pause (hence
the classification as XPX), it is also directly preceded and followed by long pauses, which
is arguably a characteristic of holistically stored multiword units. Such cases, however,
account for only three of the thirty-six instances of XPX found in the data.

(8) {15216}[RETURN][LSHIFT]First{7368}·of·all,·{12896}

The next category, with 8.92%, is PXP, where the n-gram takes the form of a burst of
writing. As predicted, this category is more frequent than XPX (interruption by a pause),
although the difference is relatively small (8.92% vs. 6.69%). The low proportion of PXP,
on its own, could be said to question the holistic nature of n-grams. On the other hand, it
partly confirms findings from Olive and Cislaru (2015), who show that bursts of writing
and repeated segments are essentially distinct phenomena, with less than 3% overlap in
their data.

The patterns with a pause at only one boundary (PX_ and _XP), finally, represent
14.87% and 10.78%, respectively, and thus together amount to a quarter of the data.

Overall, these results do not provide very strong evidence for the holistic processing
of n-grams, since the predominant category (_X_) does not allow for any firm conclusion to
be drawn in this respect. The categories that could constitute strong evidence either for
(PXP) or against (XPX) holistic processing are both relatively infrequent in the data, and the
former is only slightly more common than the latter. In the next section, however, we will
see that not all n-grams behave in the same way with regard to pause placement.

5.2. Individual N-Grams

Table 3 presents the distribution of pause placement patterns for each of the twenty
n-grams under study, ordered alphabetically. The figures in bold signal the most frequent
pattern(s) for each n-gram, and the underlined figures indicate cases where the n-gram is
interrupted by a pause with a percentage higher than 10%.

Table 3. Distribution of pause placement patterns for each of the twenty selected n-grams: percentages
(and raw frequencies). The bold indicates the most frequent pattern(s) per n-gram; the underline
indicates XPX patterns with a percentage over 10%.

_X_ PX_ _XP PXP XPX

a good 77.78% (28) 11.11% (4) 0.00% (0) 5.56% (2) 5.56% (2)
a lot of 47.83% (11) 34.78% (8) 4.35% (1) 8.70% (2) 4.35% (1)
able to 80.95% (17) 9.52% (2) 4.76% (1) 0.00% (0) 4.76% (1)
first of all 7.14% (1) 21.43% (3) 0.00% (0) 64.29% (9) 7.14% (1)
for example 47.06% (8) 29.41% (5) 11.76% (2) 11.76% (2) 0.00% (0)
for instance 5.56% (1) 27.78% (5) 33.33% (6) 33.33% (6) 0.00% (0)
I think 52.63% (10) 31.58% (6) 5.26% (1) 5.26% (1) 5.26% (1)
in conclusion 36.36% (4) 9.09% (1) 9.09% (1) 45.45% (5) 0.00% (0)
in fact 7.14% (1) 35.71% (5) 7.14% (1) 50.00% (7) 0.00% (0)
in my opinion 6.67% (1) 53.33% (8) 13.33% (2) 26.67% (4) 0.00% (0)
of the 76.77% (76) 5.05% (5) 4.04% (4) 0.00% (0) 14.14% (14)
on the other hand 36.36% (4) 27.27% (3) 0.00% (0) 18.18% (2) 18.18% (2)
some people 50.00% (6) 33.33% (4) 16.67% (2) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0)
such as 50.00% (9) 11.11% (2) 22.22% (4) 16.67% (3) 0.00% (0)
that we 67.86% (19) 10.71% (3) 10.71% (3) 0.00% (0) 10.71% (3)
the most 69.62% (55) 7.59% (6) 18.99% (15) 1.27% (1) 2.53% (2)
the same 79.55% (35) 4.55% (2) 15.91% (7) 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0)
to sum up 0.00% (0) 40.00% (4) 30.00% (3) 30.00% (3) 0.00% (0)
to the 57.14% (16) 10.71% (3) 7.14% (2) 0.00% (0) 25.00% (7)
us to 66.67% (14) 4.76% (1) 14.29% (3) 4.76% (1) 9.52% (2)

Corresponding to the overall results, a majority of the n-grams (14 out of 20) are
mostly used with no immediately adjacent pauses (_X_). Among these, there may still be
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different profiles, though. A comparison of the same and of the, for instance, reveals that
they are predominantly found with no immediately adjacent pauses (_X_) and in similar
proportions (79.55% and 76.77%, respectively), but they differ in the extent to which the
n-gram is interrupted by a pause (XPX): it is never the case with the same, whereas it is the
case in over 14% with of the. The n-gram on the other hand is mostly used in the _X_ pattern
too, but with a lower proportion (36.36%). In addition, it is produced within a single burst
(PXP) in 18% of its occurrences, which suggests holistic processing, but it is equally often
interrupted by a pause (XPX), which suggests a lack of holistic processing.

It can also be noticed from Table 3 that n-grams that do not predominantly occur in
the _X_ pattern display different preferences. First of all is predominantly found in the PXP
pattern (64.29%), for example, whereas to sum up favors the PX_ pattern (40%). Interestingly,
a few n-grams mostly take the form of a burst (PXP). In addition to first of all, this is the
case of for instance (33.33%, on par with _XP), in conclusion (45.45%) and in fact (50%). By
contrast, none of the n-grams have a preference for the XPX pattern, which corresponds to
the interruption of the n-gram by a pause. The highest percentage for this category is 25%,
with the n-gram to the, and out of the twenty n-grams under study, almost half (nine) are
never interrupted by a pause. This difference between the PXP and XPX categories seems
to point to possible holistic processing, at least for certain specific n-grams.

Importantly, what Table 3 brings out is the variety of profiles of the n-grams with
respect to pause placement patterns. Thus, for some n-grams, evidence for possible holistic
processing comes mainly from the high frequency of the PXP pattern (cf. first of all), whereas,
for other n-grams, several patterns provide cumulative evidence (e.g., high frequency of
PX_ and no occurrences of XPX for in my opinion). This variety makes it difficult to compare
the different n-grams. In the next section, the pause placement patterns are therefore
translated into a single score which can be used for comparative purposes.

5.3. The Pause Placement and Processing (PPP) Score

For each of the n-grams, a score has been computed that factors in the different pause
placement patterns and their respective proportions. This score, which I have called the
Pause Placement and Processing (PPP) score, aims to reflect the potential of the n-gram to
be processed holistically, based on the assumptions made in the literature about the link
between pause placement and holistic processing (see Sections 2.3 and 3.2). It is computed
as follows:

(9) Pause Placement and Processing (PPP) score:
(% PXP) − (% XPX) + (% PX_/2) + (% _XP/2)

The PPP score assigns a particular weight to each pause placement pattern depending
on its capacity to reflect holistic processing. Thus, cases where the n-gram is neither
immediately preceded nor immediately followed by a pause (_X_) are neutral in this
respect, because a lack of adjacent pauses does not necessarily imply a lack of holistic
processing. As noted above, the n-gram could be stored holistically but produced as part
of a larger chunk of language. This pause placement pattern is therefore excluded from
the computation. Next, the pause placement pattern that corresponds to a burst (PXP)
is taken to be strong evidence for the holistic processing of the n-gram. The proportion
of PXP for the n-gram under study is therefore counted as a positive value in the PPP
score. By contrast, the pause placement pattern where the n-gram is interrupted by a pause
(XPX) offers strong evidence against holistic processing. The proportion of XPX is therefore
counted as a negative value in the PPP score. In addition, it is assumed that cases where the
n-gram is only preceded or only followed by a pause (PX_ and _XP) could indicate holistic
processing but are less strong indicators than cases where the n-gram is both preceded
and followed by a pause (PXP). The proportions of PX_ and _XP are therefore counted as
positive values but divided by two, reflecting the fact that the n-gram is demarcated by a
single pause, not two.

An example of the computation of the PPP score can be found in (10) for the n-gram
a lot of. It is based on the results shown in Table 3 for this n-gram. The proportion of _X_
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(47.83%) is disregarded. The percentage of PXP (8.7%) is added as a positive value, while
the percentage of XPX (4.35%) is subtracted. The percentages of PX_ (34.78%) and _XP
(4.35%) are divided by two and added as positive values. The total score amounts to 23.915.

(10) PPP score of a lot of :
8.7 − 4.35 + (34.78/2) + (4.35/2) = 23.915

The highest possible score, representing a very strong likelihood that the n-gram is
processed holistically, would reflect a situation in which all instances of the n-gram are
demarcated by pauses on both sides and never interrupted by pauses. In other words, the
PXP pattern, corresponding to a burst, would have a proportion of 100%, and the PPP score
would therefore amount to 100.

Table 4 lists the n-grams in descending order of their PPP score. The n-gram with the
highest PPP score is in fact, which has a score of 71.43. The PPP scores then decrease until
the n-gram that we, which has a score of 0. Two n-grams have a negative score, namely of
the (−9.60) and to the (−16.07). A negative PPP score means that the proportion of XPX
(n-gram interrupted by a pause) is higher than the combined proportion of all the other
pause placement patterns included in the computation (PXP, PX_ and _XP). For expository
purposes, the results will be presented in three groups: n-grams with the highest PPP scores
(above 50), n-grams with the lowest scores (below 5) and all other n-grams.

Table 4. Pause Placement and Processing (PPP) score of the twenty selected n-grams.

N-Gram PPP Score

in fact 71.43
first of all 67.86
to sum up 65.00

for instance 63.89
in my opinion 60.00
in conclusion 54.55

such as 33.33
for example 32.35
some people 25.00

a lot of 23.91
I think 18.42

on the other hand 13.64
the most 12.03
the same 10.23
a good 5.56
us to 4.76

able to 2.38
that we 0.00
of the −9.60
to the −16.07

There are six n-grams in the list that have a PPP score higher than 50: in fact (71.43),
first of all (67.86), to sum up (65), for instance (63.89), in my opinion (60) and in conclusion
(54.55). A comparison of the individual profiles of the six n-grams in Table 3 reveals that
none of them have a majority of occurrences with no adjacent pauses (_X_). Instead, they
predominantly occur either in the PXP (burst) pattern (for in fact, first of all, for instance1 and
in conclusion), as in (11), or in the PX_ pattern (for to sum up and in my opinion), as in (12).

(11) {2096}[CAPS LOCK]I[CAPS LOCK]n·fact,·{4928}edc[BACK][BACK]ducation·{3120}
(12) {3328}in·my·opiniou[BACK]n·a·way·to·{2912}

Interestingly, several of these n-grams have been shown to be overused by EFL learners
(see Gilquin et al. (2007, pp. IW15, IW23, IW28) on in my opinion, first of all and to sum up, and
Paquot (2008, p. 109) on for instance), and sometimes specifically by French-speaking EFL
learners (see Gilquin and Granger (2015, p. 432) on in fact). This suggests high familiarity
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with—and possibly strong entrenchment of—these multiword units among learners, which
could lead to holistic processing. In addition, these multiword units are often used in
sentence-initial position in the corpus, as exemplified in (11) for in fact. This means that
there is potentially a double boundary on the left, one for the beginning of the sentence (a
typical location for pauses, especially in L2 writing, see Section 3.2) and another one for the
beginning of the multiword unit, which gives writers two good reasons to insert a pause
before the n-gram (hence, presumably, the frequent use of the PX_ pattern).

The n-grams with a PPP score lower than 5 include us to and able to (which have low
positive scores of 4.76 and 2.38, respectively), that we (which has a score of 0), of the and to
the (which have negative scores of −9.6 and −16.07, respectively). As appears from Table 3,
all of these n-grams are predominantly used with no adjacent pauses (_X_), but they are
all sometimes interrupted by a pause (XPX), with percentages ranging between about 5%
(for able to) and 25% (for to the), which is the highest percentage of XPX among all twenty
n-grams. What is common to these n-grams, with the exception of able to, is that they are
syntactic chunks which are entirely made up of function words. As illustrated by examples
(13) to (16), they are typically embedded within longer stretches of language. In (13), the
n-gram of the is part of the phrase most of the time. In (14), to the is embedded in thanks
to the law itself. In (15), us to is embedded in help us to remember, with help and us being
initially fused together (helpus). In (16), which illustrates the n-gram that we, that is part of
the subordinating conjunction given that while we is the subject of can, which makes the
pause between that and we quite fitting.

(13) th{2000}ey·regret·them·mod[BACK]st·of·the·time[RSHIFT].{2048}
(14) {3736}th[BACK][BACK]thn[BACK]anks·to·the·law·itself{3772}
(15) {3120}helpus[BACK][BACK]·us·to·remeber·{14808}
(16) Given·that·{6896}we·can·{6512}speak·about·changing·the·world·{8384}

The low PPP score of these n-grams could be due to the fact that it is the larger chunks
within which they are embedded that are processed holistically. This can be illustrated
by means of able to, which has a low score of 2.38 although it may seem like a good
candidate for holistic processing. A closer look at the process data reveals that the infinitive
complement (or the infinitive complement clause) appears to be closely linked to able to.
In example (17), the infinitive clause, which is underlined, follows able to within the same
burst. In fact, if we take the infinitive complement (or clause) into account to calculate the
PPP score, it rises from 2.38 to 21.43. If we add the verb BE before, considering a sequence
like are able to do it in (18) as a unit, the PPP score reaches almost 30. It therefore seems as if
a better candidate for holistic processing than able to might be [(BE) able to + Inf], a partially
abstract schema in which the last slot is variable.

(17) {3616}abk[BACK]le·to·think·outside·the·bow[BACK]x{2240}
(18) {11600}are·able·to·do·it[LSHIFT]?·{3040}

The same sort of explanation could apply to some of the n-grams that have an inter-
mediate PPP score, lower than 50 but higher than 5. Thus, such as, a lot of, the most, the same
and a good also tend to be followed by a complement within the same burst (underlined
in the examples): the adjective powerful after the most in (19), the noun politicians after a
lot of in (20) and the noun teacher after a good in (21), for example. This may indicate that
these n-grams are processed together with their complements and are stored in the form of
lexically filled constructions with an abstract element: [the most + Adj], [a lot of + N] and [a
good + N].

(19) {4881}the·best·job·are·{8031}the·most·powerful·{2832}
(20) {5504}a·lot·of·politicians·{2808}
(21) {2096}[LSHIFT]A·good·teacher·{2640}

Among the n-grams with an intermediate PPP score, one may be surprised to find for
example with a score of 32.35, while for instance, a similar phrase, has a much higher score of
63.89. This is all the more surprising since for example is more frequent than for instance in
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L1 English (for example has a relative frequency of 241.39 per million words in the British
National Corpus and for instance a relative frequency of 73.94 per million words), and it is
also closer to the French equivalent par exemple. We would therefore expect for example to
be more entrenched than for instance among French-speaking learners, and hence to show
more signs of holistic processing. A possible explanation for this unexpected result is that
the potentially better entrenchment of for example may ease the combination of multiple
chunks within a single burst, as illustrated in examples (22) to (24): in (22), for example is
combined with a noun phrase, political ideas, and in (23) and (24), it is inserted within a full
clause (presidents use their power in (23) and internet is a great source of inspiration for many
people in (24)).

(22) {5456}political·ideas,·for·example,·{7232}
(23) {13616}[CAPS LOCK]F[CAPS LOCK]or·example,·presidents·use·their·power·{17584}
(24) i{2116}nternet·[BACK],·for,·e[BACK][BACK]·[BACK][BACK]·x[BACK]example·is·a

·great·sours[BACK]ce·of·inspiration·for·a[BACK][BACK][BACK]r·a[BACK]many·
pep[BACK]ol[BACK]ple·to[BACK][BACK]{2120}

In comparison with other n-grams, the PPP score of on the other hand may also seem
surprisingly low (13.64), and the percentage of instances interrupted by a pause (XPX) may
seem particularly high (18.18%). There are at least two possible explanations for these
results, which are not mutually exclusive. The first one is that on the other hand is the longest
of all the n-grams under study, with 4 words and 14 characters (17 if spaces are included).
This leaves more opportunities for pausing and may also be quite long for certain learners
to produce in one go. In speech, for example, it has been shown that the average number of
words per fluent unit is about six for fluent L1 speakers (Pawley and Syder 2000, p. 195).
Another possible explanation is that learners may actually not be so familiar with this
chunk, as appears from the many errors that are visible in the process data, with some
learners misspelling it (25) and others producing phrases such as on the first hand (26) or in
the other hand (27).

(25) On·the·oh[BACK]ther·hand
(26) on·the·first[BACK][BACK][BACK][BACK][BACK]otherhand[BACK]
(27) In·the·other·hand,·[Movement][LEFT Click][LEFT Click][Movement][LEFT Click]

[Movement][BACK][LSHIFT]O[LEFT Click][Movement]

Carey (2013, pp. 221–22) describes the “approximate forms” of on the other hand in a
corpus of English as a lingua franca, including, among others, the form on the other side.
Although the PROCEED sample does not include any instances of on the other side, it is a
frequent error among French-speaking learners of English,2 one which might be due to
a literal translation of the French equivalent d’un autre côté (where côté means side). The
competition of this non-standard form could make the retrieval of the form on the other
hand even more difficult. It is also interesting to note that on the other hand is one of three
n-grams (together with in my opinion and I think) that most often disappears through writing
processes: only 55% of its occurrences are kept in the final texts, which might indicate that
learners are unsure about its use.

6. Discussion

The literature arguing for the relevance of pauses in establishing the holistic processing
of multiword units puts forward two criteria, namely the absence of interrupting pauses
and the presence of delineating pauses (see Sections 2.3 and 3.2). The first criterion applies
in a majority of cases for the twenty n-grams under study: on average, this represents
93.31% of the data analyzed (XPX accounts for the remaining 6.69%). Moreover, almost half
of the n-grams are never interrupted by a pause, and among the other n-grams, interruption
never occurs in more than a quarter of the instances. Delineating pauses on both sides
of the n-gram (PXP), which correspond to the second criterion, are found in less than
10% of the data on average (8.92%). However, some specific n-grams predominantly take
this form, namely in conclusion (45.45%), in fact (50%) and first of all (64.29%). In addition,
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partial delineation (on one side only of the n-gram: PX_ and _XP) could be said to reinforce
this trend, with its overall percentage of 25% and its predominance among some n-grams
(61.11% in total for for instance, 66.66% for in my opinion and 70% for to sum up). As for the
absence of delineating pauses (_X_), which represents the most frequent pause placement
pattern in the data overall (58.74%), it does not provide evidence for holistic processing
according to the literature, but it does not really provide evidence against it either. All in
all, the data thus reveal a few cases which could suggest a lack of holistic processing (XPX),
but they also reveal many cases which seem to confirm, or at least do not contradict, the
hypothesis of holistic processing. This is reflected in the PPP score, which is supposed to
be indicative of the extent to which a multiword unit could be processed holistically. The
PPP score displays positive values except for three n-grams (with one 0 and two negative
values) and has an average value close to 27.

Despite these encouraging results, it should be emphasized that, strictly speaking,
what the data reveal is some link between n-grams and pause placement, and a tendency
for certain n-grams to be produced in one go. This seems to confirm the processing
advantage of multiword units (Section 2.2) since they can only be produced fast (i.e., with
no interrupting pauses) if they are processed fast. Claims found in the literature (see
Sections 2.3 and 3.2) allow us to assume from this processing advantage that (certain) n-
grams are processed and stored holistically. However, not everybody agrees that the speed
of processing can be equated with holistic processing/storage (cf. Siyanova-Chanturia 2015
and references therein). In other words, because an n-gram is produced in one go does not
necessarily mean that it is activated and retrieved as a whole from the mental lexicon. In
the present study, it seems quite plausible that an n-gram with a high PPP score such as
in fact is stored as a whole rather than pieced together from its components, whereas an
n-gram with a low PPP score such as to the involves the retrieval of two separate elements.
Yet, one should be careful not to jump too quickly from the observation of what could be
called ‘holistic production’ to claims about holistic storage.

Moreover, the analysis of the individual n-grams has brought to light factors that seem
to account for some of the differences in pause placement and that could point to various
effects working in conjunction with processing effects. One of them is the structure of the
n-gram. N-grams with a high PPP score tend to be structurally complete (e.g., first of all, in
my opinion), whereas n-grams with a low PPP score tend to be structurally incomplete (e.g.,
of the, able to). If the slot of the complement is included in the computation of the PPP score,
so as to make the n-gram structurally complete (e.g., [of the + N], [(BE) able to + Inf]), the
PPP score of the whole sequence tends to increase, signaling a higher likelihood of being
produced as a burst. It should be added that all n-grams that are predominantly found in
a pattern with a pause on at least one side (PX_, _XP, PXP) are structurally complete and
that all structurally incomplete n-grams are predominantly found in the _X_ pattern, that
is, with no delineating pauses. These results are in line with the observation that pauses
tend to occur at syntactic boundaries (Section 3.2). They could also be explained by the
“one-clause-at-a-time hypothesis” (Pawley and Syder 2000), according to which “speakers
plan the lexical content of novel utterances in chunks no larger than one independent clause
at a time” (Pawley and Syder 2000, p. 163), which results in the presence of disfluencies
“at or near the boundaries of clauses” (Pawley and Syder 2000, p. 164). As predicted by
this hypothesis, n-grams with a high PPP score (in fact, first of all, in conclusion, etc.) are
often found in sentence-initial position, a position that could favor the use of a pause before
the n-gram. In addition to a processing effect, the presence of delineating pauses could
therefore be an effect of syntactic boundaries.

Related to the structurally complete or incomplete nature of the n-grams is their
composition. N-grams with a high PPP score are not only structurally complete, but
they also tend to include lexical words (e.g., to sum up, for instance). N-grams with a
low PPP score, on the other hand, are not only structurally incomplete, but they also
tend to be exclusively made up of function words (e.g., us to, that we). Biber and Conrad
(1999, pp. 183–84) underline the lack of salience of n-grams, which they explain by the
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predominance of function words in n-grams and the fact that function words typically
go unnoticed. If an n-gram like us to is less noticeable and less easily recognizable as
a chunk than one like for instance, it is also less likely to be processed as a whole. This
is especially true for EFL learners, for whom teaching effects might be at work too. In
particular, structurally complete n-grams including lexical words may be brought to their
attention and may even be part of vocabulary lists which learners are required to memorize.
Structurally incomplete n-grams made up of function words, by contrast, are unlikely to
be explicitly taught in the classroom. Given their low salience, they are also unlikely to be
picked up by learners from the (limited) language input that they are exposed to.

Another factor that seems relevant to pause placement is writers’ degree of familiarity
with the n-gram. While all n-grams investigated here have been selected because they are
frequent in the data analyzed, those that have a very high PPP score (in fact, first of all,
etc.) have been shown to be generally overused by learners, to the extent that they could
be described as “phraseological teddy bears” (Hasselgård 2019), being highly familiar to
learners and always providing them with a safe option to rely on. Conversely, a phrase such
as on the other hand, which has a lower PPP score (13.64) and a relatively high proportion of
interruption by pauses (18.18%), appears to be less familiar to learners, as testified by the
errors and revisions found in the process data and as predicted by the possible competition
with the non-standard form on the other side. The contrast between for instance (PPP score:
63.89) and for example (PPP score: 32.35) suggests that there might be an intermediate level
of familiarity that favors the production of a multiword unit as a burst. If the multiword
unit is not familiar to the writer, it is expected to be produced word by word (XPX). If it is
familiar to the writer, it is expected to be produced in one go (PXP). If it is very familiar
to the writer and fully automatized, it may be so easy for the writer to produce that it is
likely to be embedded within a larger chunk of language (_X_). Learners’ knowledge of
formulaic language might therefore have an impact on their capacity to process multiword
units as wholes.

Formulaicity may be involved in other, less direct ways, based on findings from
research on speech fluency. Several scholars, starting with Pawley and Syder (1983), have
argued that the use of formulaic sequences in speech enhances fluency. The reasoning
behind this is that by using ready-made expressions, one can free up cognitive resources
that can be exploited to better plan longer stretches of language, which results in a higher
degree of fluency. The lack of interruption of n-grams, therefore, is not necessarily (and not
exclusively) a sign that the n-gram is stored holistically, but it could be a consequence of
the effective use of n-grams. Put differently, learners who rely more on multiword units
might be more fluent (generally, not just when producing n-grams), and this may not say
anything about how multiword units are stored.3 Formulaic language and fluency are also
related to each other through their common association with language proficiency: more
proficient learners tend to be more fluent (see, e.g., Götz 2019 on filled pauses) and they
also tend to make better use of multiword units (see, e.g., Garner et al. 2019). It might be,
therefore, that (certain)4 n-grams tend to be found in texts produced by more proficient
learners and that these texts include fewer pauses because the writers are more fluent. Such
explanations based on the link between formulaic language and fluency, however, can only
account for the lack of pauses within n-grams; they do not predict the presence of pauses at
the boundaries of n-grams.

The length of the n-gram could also have some impact on pause placement, and hence
on the PPP score: longer n-grams entail more opportunities for pausing (see Rajtar 2016
for speech), which should lead to a lower PPP score. However, this impact turns out to
be quite marginal in the data studied here. The n-grams with a PPP score higher than 50
include as many bigrams as trigrams, and the n-grams with the lowest PPP score (under
5) are all made up of two words only. It is possible that n-grams need to be longer than
three words to cause a decrease in the PPP score, as is the case for on the other hand. The
average burst length in the PROCEED sample under study amounts to 21 characters, which
means that the learners can produce up to four or five words on average without pausing.
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With its 17 characters (spaces included), on the other hand may be just about manageable for
some learners (if they are familiar with the chunk—see above), but longer n-grams may be
incompatible with a single-burst production.

The fact that the study has been conducted on learner language brings its own potential
effects too, including teaching effects and language proficiency effects, as noted above.
The heavy cognitive load that is placed on writers using an L2 (see, e.g., Schoonen et al.
2009) also means that fewer cognitive resources might be available for certain aspects of
text production, possibly including the fast retrieval and fluent production of multiword
units. This effect is expected to be even stronger for argumentative writing, the type of
writing found in PROCEED, as it has been shown to be cognitively more demanding than
other genres such as narrative texts (e.g., Matsuhashi 1981). Possible transfer effects cannot
be excluded either. It has been demonstrated that learners tend to transfer writing skills
and language features from their L1 (e.g., Odlin 1989; Berman 1994). The existence of a
congruent multiword unit in learners’ L1 could have a facilitative effect on the storage,
retrieval and production of the corresponding n-gram in L2. This could explain the high
PPP score of in fact, which has a direct (and frequent) equivalent in French, namely en fait.
By contrast, n-grams with no direct equivalent in learners’ L1 could be less likely to be
stored holistically and more difficult to produce fluently, as suggested earlier for on the
other hand, which has no literal translation in French. Transfer could also have an impact
on pause placement patterns. In the same way as L2 speech prosody can show traces of
transfer (e.g., Ueyama 2012), it could be that the ‘writing prosody’ of learners’ L1, including
where pauses typically fall, influences the prosody of their L2 writing.

With respect to the process/product interface and the link between processing and
frequency, this study suggests that n-grams, which are selected based on their recurrence,
are good candidates for fluent production and possible holistic processing. However, it
also shows that not all n-grams are equally likely to be produced fluently and processed
holistically. Interestingly, higher frequency does not seem to lead to enhanced fluency and
hence a better chance of holistic processing. Actually, the eight most frequent n-grams
in the PROCEED sample (of the, the most, the same, to the, a good, that we, us to and able to)
correspond to the n-grams with the lowest PPP scores. The n-grams that are less frequent,
on the other hand, tend to have high PPP scores. In my opinion, for example, is the second
least frequent n-gram out of the twenty under study, but it has a high PPP score of 60. This
could confirm the role played by other factors such as those described above (structure
of the n-gram, composition, length, degree of familiarity, etc.). More generally, these
findings support the view that corpus-derived quantitative measures should be interpreted
cautiously in matters of mental processing (see Section 2.2).

7. Conclusions

This study of pause placement around n-grams in writing process data from the
Process Corpus of English in Education (PROCEED) has not provided strong evidence for
across-the-board holistic processing of multiword units. However, by relying on the Pause
Placement and Processing (PPP) score, it has highlighted certain n-grams whose holistic
processing seems plausible (e.g., in fact, first of all), as well as n-grams which one would not
expect to be stored holistically (e.g., to the, that we). This suggests that the use of pauses
as indicators of holistic processing, initially applied to speech, might be transposable to
writing through the study of keylogging data.

These results should be interpreted with two main caveats in mind. The first one is
that although only the most frequent n-grams have been chosen for further investigation,
some of the pause placement patterns correspond to a small number of instances. More
data should be analyzed to confirm the findings obtained in this study. The second caveat
is that, as illustrated in Section 6, the noticeable effects are not necessarily (only) processing
effects. They could be fluency effects or effects of grammatical boundaries, for example.
It could also be that some of the pauses considered in this analysis are not indicators
of holistic processing, since pauses can have many different functions (Olive 2010). In
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order to go beyond the observation of holistic production and confirm the existence of
holistic processing, it would therefore be necessary to examine other types of data and seek
converging evidence.

In future research, the duration of pauses should be given more attention. Here, all
pauses above the threshold of 2000 ms have been treated in the same way. However, using
another threshold would most probably yield different results. The impact of this choice
could be determined by comparing different thresholds, as Van Waes and Leijten (2015)
do for the study of writing fluency. The actual duration of pauses could also be taken into
account in the study of holistic processing. Although Schilperoord (2001, p. 76) makes it
clear that pausing time does not equal processing time, he points out that “longer pauses
reflect cognitive processes that are relatively more effortful compared to processes reflected
by shorter pauses” (Schilperoord 2001, p. 77; emphasis original). A longer pause before an
n-gram could thus indicate that the n-gram is more difficult to retrieve from the ‘phrasicon’
(i.e., the mental inventory of phraseological units), perhaps because it is less familiar to the
writer, or it could even indicate that the n-gram has not been retrieved from the phrasicon
(meaning that it is not stored as a phraseological unit), but has been pieced together on
the spot. The duration of pauses should also ideally be interpreted in relation to each
individual’s average pausing time and typing speed (see Wengelin 2006).

In addition, it would be desirable to compare the present results with similar results
from L1 English data, so as to distinguish what is specific to L2 data from what applies
to writing process data in general. A comparison with the L1 French data included in
PROCEED would also be interesting, as it might reveal similarities in the L1 and L2
production of n-grams, and hence point to possible cases of transfer. The comparison of
individual writers would be useful too, as not all writers may process multiword units in
the same way (see Howarth 1998). Other avenues for research include the possible link
between pause placement patterns and association measures (here, multiword units have
exclusively been selected on the basis of their frequency), the comparison of PPP scores for
n-grams and non-n-grams (here, only n-grams have been investigated) and the application
of this methodology to other types of phraseological phenomena (here, only multiword
units of the n-gram type have been analyzed). The processing of formulaic language, as a
cognitive phenomenon, potentially involves many influencing factors. This is what makes
its study challenging, but also fascinating.
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Notes
1 For instance shows equal proportions of PXP and _XP.
2 Several examples can be found in the French component of the International Corpus of Learner English, e.g., Answering ‘yes’

would be unfair to the people or organizations which spend their time struggling for the protection of nature, on the other side answering
‘no’ would be a rather naïve reaction.

3 Pawley and Syder (1983) still suggest that these formulaic sequences are retrieved as wholes, which indicates that the two
explanations are not mutually exclusive.

4 The presence of n-grams, as such, is not a marker of proficiency. It is only certain n-grams (those that are used accurately, those
that are typical of the register at hand, etc.) that have been shown to correlate with proficiency.
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